President Everhart, final thoughts

by Erik Strieed

Tom Everhart, President of Caltech, is leaving the Institute. We spoke with him for a bit Thursday afternoon to discuss some of his thoughts and reflections on Caltech.

Thomas Everhart: Professor of Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering, takes his steak broiled medium well, answers his own email, and is retiring after 10 years as the president of Caltech. He hands Caltech, the institution he has described in his own words as "a national treasure," off to MIT biologist David Baltimore. This transition follows the addition of Bi 1 to the undergraduate core and continues Caltech's turn towards the biological sciences.

Caltech tried to recruit Everhart in the late 1970's but instead he went to Cornell University. However, Everhart would eventually come to Caltech in the fall of 1987, leaving his Chancellorship (sp?) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (sp?) (UIUC) to take on the role of President. He had the typical first impressions of Caltech: a small, focused, excellent institution. In addition to this he was struck by the polishiness of both the students and the faculty. Over the years he has come to believe that Caltech's small size and personal aspects breed humility and respect among the members of the community. During his time here he has watched Caltech's sense of community grow to include and appreciate the vital but often unsung staff.

The President of Caltech is the primary fundraiser for the school. At UIUC, Everhart oversaw the creation of a Master Plan which outlined over $1 billion dollars in new construction.

when he left for Caltech, over 60% of the funding had been secured. The bug followed him and during his administration Caltech has undergone its third building boom. A Master Plan which adds several more buildings along the newly created Rose Walk (it's the thing between Avery and Moore Labs) outlines the expansion of the Caltech campus north to Del Mar Boulevard. Under Everhart, the first big fund-raising push in the past two decades occurred. The Campaign for Caltech, the Second Century of Discovery, exceeded its $350 million goal and raised $394 million. After the success of this special fund-raising event, Caltech's annual fund-raising jumped from $40 million to $60 million a year. This money helped renovate many of the labs and buildings at Caltech, in addition to financing several new buildings.

The campaign for Caltech included and appreciated the vital but often unsung staff.

The President of Caltech is the primary fundraiser for the school. At UIUC, Everhart oversaw the creation of a Master Plan which outlined over $1 billion dollars in new construction. When he left for Caltech, over 60% of the funding had been secured. The bug followed him and during his administration Caltech has undergone its third building boom. A Master Plan which adds several more buildings along the newly created Rose Walk (it's the thing between Avery and Moore Labs) outlines the expansion of the Caltech campus north to Del Mar Boulevard. Under Everhart, the first big fund-raising push in the past two decades occurred. The Campaign for Caltech, the Second Century of Discovery, exceeded its $350 million goal and raised $394 million. After the success of this special fund-raising event, Caltech's annual fund-raising jumped from $40 million to $60 million a year. This money helped renovate many of the labs and buildings at Caltech, in addition to financing several new buildings.

A major reason for this success was the President's ability to attract and keep top faculty. Everhart has been able to recruit a number of outstanding scientists to Caltech, including David Baltimore, the former President of MIT.
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OPINIONS

Whas Dis Ting Called a Budget?

BY BALDEP SADUAL

In case you haven't noticed, the ASCIT Board of Directors (BoD) made a budget a little while ago. It's one of those things we like to do yearly. No doubt you've read it already. "What? You don't find three pages of numbers exciting?"

It's a great opportunity to practice your customer service skills, earn money and enjoy a delicious meal. For more information call Roberto Hernandez at X2992, or Charles L'Epicopo at X8313.
This is the last of my columns for the year, and for you, dear seniors, it may be the last column, period. Who knows whether you'll be back on campus next year? Who knows if you'll have a chance to see the Tech when you come back, for a reunion, a class day, the graduation ceremony will take place. But then by Jean-Paul Revel, it is clear that the cannon, so it is now with life, which is the true home to get together in relaxed surroundings, the partying which will spread to us all. Finally, as I commented before, the leadership you provided in the student body, the tracks and backwoods of the San Gabriel mountains, that other mathematics, our David Wales. All of your work hard, have marveled at his low key, enthusiasts, at his wide welcoming smile. He has been working hard in lining up Faculty as House Associations, has organized many outings, and occasions for students and faculty to get together in relaxed surroundings, the providing the opportunity to learn from, and enjoy a variety of people. Thanks Mosh, for the sophomore explorations of the Steele House Organ and for all the work you have done and the friendship you have spread to us all. Did you ever think of...
Minutes

Minutes of the ASCIT BoD Meeting, 2 June 1997

Present (at some point): BoD
Mic Wencoat, Nicholas Breun, Mason Porter

This week Megatron = Mike W and Optimus Prime = Mike A.
Meeting called to order at 23:20. Ken immediately removes his trou-
ser. Words to your mother.

Dealing With Guests
Mic - Presents the updated com-
ensation schedule for the Tech. All men-
tion of bonuses has been removed and the commission percentages
changed back to pre-WWII levels.
Mic - who is only a man, and not a
god - enjoys rock climbing, water
sports, and romantic walks on the
beach. The BoD votes 7-0 to ap-
prove the proposal, bi-

Mason - Requests the Totem pub-
lication budget and my computer John
"Dr. Frankenstein" Lin eats him a
check.

Nicholas - Needs people to help
table the results of the election. Re-
solving elections copies account. Re-
veals that he is in fact the Original
Gangsta predicted by long dead proph-

Officer Reports
Baldeep (a.k.a. Q-Tip) - No news from
the Sherman Fairchild Library.

An article about the new ASCIT bud-
get will run in the Tech this week.
Ken - (a.k.a. Pepito-B) Working on
getting the vehicle formerly known as
the ASCIT van in the same status as
the New Fast Flying Students Affairs Van (perfect for all your drive by killing
needs). No news about student access
to more conference rooms.

Adrienne (a.k.a. Lady J) - The
ASCIT formal is over its projected cost
by several thousand dollars. Did not
receive funding from some campus or-
ganizations that have been more finan-
cially helpful in the past. We spent
about $50 per person who went to the
formal (150 folks). ASCIT Social
Train still has enough budgeted for
scheduled events.

Megatron (a.k.a. Galaviron) -
Nominate professors and T.A.'s for
ASCIT teaching awards. Forms
will be available soon in a house near you
even if Fleming, just because). Sub-
mit CLUE reviews or Megatron will
personally jack your sorry ass.
The CLUE program may not be updated
this year because it is just that good.
Several ideas are being thrown around
for reinventing Wimpy. It is possible
that the Book Store will expand into
no one, some of all of the first floor
and other entities will have to relocate.

If you have any input, this committee
they're all new minutes

has its last meeting for the year at
in-sert date time place here.

Lori (a.k.a. Mosh Mouth) - The
Tech is asking the IHC to find
distribution

John (a.k.a. MC Dough Boy) -
Get your spankies on the correct bus
and we'll get you there.

Promim (a.k.a. 18 Wheels of
Plasma Welding Robotic Death) -
There were some serious problems with
the election due to a deadline erro-
er but the Executive Committee thinks
that things are OK. The bylaws have
been fully updated and the ver-
sion on the web should be taken as
the authoritative one (www.ascit.caltech.edu/~ascit/docu-
dents/bylaws.html). The roster of cor-
porate officers has also been updated
http://www.ascit.caltech.edu/~ascit/ofi-
cers/OfficersRoster.html.

Maria (a.k.a. The Notorious BoC)
- I got more thymes than then those
guys do, they're just a monkey,

High Performance Computers
411 East Huntington Drive, Suite #110
Arcadia, CA 91006
(818) 821-6325 Fax (818) 821-6325

Great News for all Faculty, Admin, Staff, 
& Students from your Microsoft Academic Dealer
Microsoft Office Pro 97... $209
*Call for other great deals on Academic Products*
Appassive Firing from your Authorized Toshiba Dealer
T200CD P/100, $89, Ram, $100 BD, 16 BD, CX CD $1375
T450CD P/120, 16 MB, 12 BD, 100 CD, CX CD $1649
T450CDT P/120, 16 MB, 12 BD, 100 CD, CX CD $2249
T510CDT P/133, 16 MB, 2 BD, 28, 10X CD $3445
*Call for other models and accessories for NB computers.
**Tilting in any Notebook Computer for free evaluation on
Hard Drive and Memory Upgrades
We also assemble Compatible Systems
APC Backup Battery Replacement Center

LAEMMLE THEATRES

ESQUIRE
2670 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 793-6149
Chasing
Amy
Daily 5:00, 7:30, 10:00 p.m.
Sun-Sat Bargain Matinees 2:30 p.m.
COLORADO
2588 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 796-9704
Jason Alexander
Love, Valour, Compassion!
Daily 6:20, 7:00, 9:40 p.m.
Sun-Sat Bargain Matinees 1:40 p.m.

Spring Garden Chinese Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine-Best in Town!
Party Tray to Go - $5.00 per person
Orange Chicken Vegetable Noodles
Pork Fried Rice Kung Pao Beef
Great for meetings, parties, etc.
Lunch Special Monday-Sunday 11:30-3:00 p.m.
(818) 796-2531
187 N. Sierra Madre Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107

CATERING 5% discount with Caltech ID
FOOD TO GO Bevliner/Baquer

The California Tech
Rag Time on Green
ESQUIRE
RESALE CLOTHING WOMEN
1136 E. Green St. • Pasadena
(818) 796-9024

Mandarin Cuisine & Seafood
Cocktail Lounge
Lunch Specials $4.50 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Early Bird Specials 8:00 - 9:30 p.m.
Classic Dinners 3:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Food To Go Welcome OPEN DAYS
Call: Tel: 499-8018
2475 E. Colorado • Pasadena
Located inside Kalmia Blvd. & Alondra Blvd.
Free Parking in Rear

CLASSIFIED ADS

PREGNANT? - We are a pro-
essional, married couple, a pilot and a nurse helping to
start a family through adop-
tion. We have a lovely home and will teach postnatal care and
provide all emotional, physical, spiritual and material wants in
life to your healthy boy. We are willing to pay all medical ex-

PAIN BACK - Headaches Scatica Arthritis Neck Stiff-
ness / Hand/Foot Numbness Call toll free 1-800-214-2
110 for recorded informa-

ACADEMY BARBER SHOP
27 N. Catalina Ave., Pasadena
Open Tues.-Sat., 7 A.M.-7 P.M.
(818) 449-1681

Awards Winner

The California Tech
When I'm not giving mouth-to-mouth or consoling a fellow lifeguard with sun-damaged hair, I worry about real-life things like getting osteoporosis when I'm older. You know, men and women are both at risk when they don't get enough calcium. That's why I drink lots of milk now 1%. And depending on how much I drink, I wait a half hour before saving a life.

MILK
Where's your mustache?
DOUBLE DIPPING
Q. I'm a student at PCC and I am dating 7 guys from Caltech. How can I keep them from finding out at such a small school?
A. First of all, we'd all like to thank you for evening out the different Houses. How happen to come from above or obscure Houses except about obscure

Q. Houses. Thank you for evening out the obscure

A. going out and enjoying yourself is sometimes the best way not to get stressed out. You can be productive again. Also, having a gorgeous man ask you out is an opportunity you might regret refusing. Go ahead and take some time off, but come back and start your work again. For the differential equations I suggest you try a Fourier cosine transform. A stiff coffee or the Blacker Coke machine will provide you with the necessary caffeine to keep you going. Good luck!

WILTED CARROTS
Q. Eating TFM has really reduced my sex drive. My girlfriend is starting to notice. Is there any way I can regain my virility?
A. TFM doesn't serve the best trees for your problem. Instead of going for the usual burger and fries, you should take a walk over to the vegetarian bar. Some students have taken advantage of this well-kept secret for years. Try asparagus or zucchini for a change, and always take the opportunity to eat fresh uncut carrots. For dessert, rather than flaccid jello or pudding, an orange push-pop is just the thing to boost your vigor. Just take the time to change your diet and you'll be back in shape in no time.

BEDSIDE MOROSCOPE
JUNE

ARIES
March 21 - April 19
It sucks to be you today. You should have stayed in bed. You are about to have a terrible calmness enter your life. However, find it so amusing that I don't think, you'll tell us about it beforehand and spoil the fun. So just go about your day as you normally would, and remember to wear clean underwear.

Lucky days: 33rd, 34th

TAURUS
April 20 - May 20
Every step to think and then forget to start again. You weren't such a flake, you would have noticed by now that there is someone you know who really likes you, and has been lurking after you for ages. Hint: this person is probably the same person who "accidentally" stuck their tongue in your mouth yesterday.

Lucky days: yesterday

GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
Today you will meet a gorgeous, sexy plumber who will plunge the two of you into the ultimate pipe dream! By the end of the day, you will be guns with emotions for which the flow will not cease until you have been completely drained. However, by next week, your relationship will spring a leak, and you will be flooded by anger and resentment. Lucky days: the next 7

CANCER
June 22 - July 22
Man, you sure are ugly! I may be God, but I make mistakes occasionally as you so clearly

LEO
July 23 - August 22
Ever wonder why the rest of the world hasn't acknowledged your brilliance? They are, of course, all ignorant fools. You should take advantage of the fact that you are the most attractive, most intelligent creature ever to grace the face of the earth. Why don't you go out and write a Cosmo quiz and claim to be God and try to get credit for everything?

LUCKY DAYS: Every day!

Lucky days: Every day!

LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
You are about to be accosted by a tall, dark guy wearing a glow-in-the-dark periodic table t-shirt. He will show you his 45-CM calculator and offer to show you what a stud he is at performing the calculations on your next math assignment. He will proceed to offer you a transistor as a token of his love. Beware of geeks bearing gifts. Lucky days: possibly today... then, maybe not

SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
In a short while, you will be bitten by a black widow spider that escaped from the attic of your bed. In an attempt to try to make the earth more beautiful, I'll have you run over by a Dishbush containing several donut-smashing security guards tomorrow.

LUCKY DAYS: Tomorrow

CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
Love is about to play an important role in your life. You will enter a new stage in a relationship. Just remember, love can sometimes be expensive. Nonetheless, it just might be the special time to spend some extra money on that special person you are after. The going rate is about $200 per hour or $100 for the night. Don't pass up a once in a lifetime opportunity.

LUCKY DAYS: The day your pay check comes in.

aquarius
January 20 - February 18
The planets are aligned in your favor. It is the perfect time to do that astronomy lab you have been putting off all term (there is also the fact this is the last day of class). Since you are such a flake you should also talk to your TA's about those old assignments never turned in and hope for some more E's. A good thing to bring you TA with is purple fruit loops.

Lucky Day: Graduation

Places
February 18 - March 18
In a past life you were once aingo Jones, the great English architect. You should watch out for fluorescent green mutant crayfish invading Milikan Pond. Tomorrow you will inherit a twenty million dollar gold plated cheese slicer. You ham- ster will become infected by the Ebola virus and die. Your life as you know it will soon cease to exist, being replaced with the terrifying feeling of falling to your doom engulfed in a inferno.

LUCKY DAYS: Friday 13th

No Photo Available: By IMA Player
Winter: "It's old and it's cheap. The guy who owns this calculator is obviously not concerned with performance. He'll give you a free gift. Not worth your money." 

Robin: "The 39¢ he spent on this calculator is a sign of an obsessed mind. Watch out. When you break it on you, he needs. This guy is a perfect gentleman. He'll open doors for you and buy you flowers when you've had a bad day." 

Winter: "I think he's spent on this calculator more than he ever spend on you. He probably wears corduroys." 

Robin: "This guy doesn't have a Porsche or a TI-92. He's obviously not interested in the newest model. The guy who owns it has probably seen better times. Watch out — he may be trying to use you as a backup." 

Winter: "Guys with solar calculators are close Eco-Wenies. He will recycle glass shards from monitors dropped off the roof. Don't date him unless you enjoy corpses." 

Robin: "Nothing more, nothing less than he needs. This guy will be a perfect gentleman. He'll open doors for you and buy you flowers when you've had a bad day." 

Winter: "This HP has a sense of fun. You can program it to play Pong. The guy who owns it will take you rollerblading on the beach and hang out in togas." 

Robin: "Don't trust anyone who uses an RPN calculator. Not only are they impossible to understand, Reverse Polish people are known to ask for strange sexual favors." 

Winter: "This calculator watch is a sign of an obsessed mind. Watch out. When you break it on you, he needs. This guy is a perfect gentleman. He'll open doors for you and buy you flowers when you've had a bad day." 
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Robin: "Don't trust anyone who uses an RPN calculator. Not only are they impossible to understand, Reverse Polish people are known to ask for strange sexual favors."
Would He Rather be Spending Time With His Computer?

When you and your guy have a romantic dinner at his place, do you sometimes catch him staring — at his computer? Find out if he'd rather be communing with microchips.

1. **When he types, he**
   - a. Pounds on the keyboard.
   - b. Types quickly and smoothly.
   - c. Caresses the keys — and you sometimes think you hear moan.

2. **You hear him mumble in his sleep.** He says:
   - a. "But I always thought Poisson was fish...?"
   - b. "The Dean's on krak."
   - c. "ee - Ae - ooo oo | I 'm grov molv."

3. **When you're making love, he calls out**
   - a. Your name.
   - b. "Oh, God!"
   - c. His computer's name. ("Oh, frappe! Compile me, baby!")

4. **His "size obsession" has to do with**
   - a. Your breasts.
   - b. How many marshmallows the guy next door can stuff in his mouth.
   - c. His hard drive.

5. **His idea of a hot date is**
   - a. Rollerblading in the SAC.
   - b. Dinner and a movie.
   - c. Sitting on the couch at ugcs, coming up with new network routing algorithms.

6. **For your birthday, he**
   - a. Bought you sexy lingerie and took the phone off the hook.
   - b. Designed and put up a web page about you.
   - c. Renamed his hard drive after you.

7. **The book on his bedside table is**
   - a. The Kama Sutra.
   - b. Foundation's Edge.
   - c. Numerical Recipes in C.

8. **When you mention that you'd like to meet his family, he**
   - a. Invites you home for a weekend.
   - b. Pulls up each family member's web page, including his great-aunt's.
   - c. Shows you pictures of and printouts from every computer since his Apple II+.

9. **When you rent a movie together, he picks**
   - b. Sneakers.
   - c. 2001 — and starts to drool and pant when he sees HAL.

10. **You run across his diary and discover that**
    - a. He's thinking about upgrading his processor for "more performance."
    - b. He sketches you when you're sleeping.
    - c. It's entirely written in LISP.

**SCORING**

1. a-1 b-2 c-3
2. a-2 b-1 c-3
3. a-1 b-2 c-3
4. a-2 b-1 c-3
5. a-1 b-2 c-3
6. a-2 b-1 c-3
7. a-1 b-2 c-3
8. a-1 b-2 c-3
9. a-1 b-2 c-3
10. a-2 b-1 c-3

Less than 16 points: **Great Guy**

Where did you find this guy? Sensitive curving, and a great lover — looks like a keeper!

16-23 points: **On the Edge**

Yes, he's starting to develop a hardware fetish, but he can be saved. Get him to a treatment center before he starts playing Nethack.

More than 23 points: **Lost Cause**

When you're making love, he's thinking only of caressing microchips. Ditch this loser. For a goodbye gift, get him undergarments that double as a mouse pad.

**WHEN YOUR LOVER HAS A SMALL PENIS**

BY JUDY CUM

Sometimes Mother Nature doesn't know best. But if your man is less than well-endowed, don't despair! Your love life can still be satisfying.

Let's face it: some things are just hard to see with the naked eye. But it's the nineties, and you shouldn't base a relationship on how well your man fills his jeans. So if your man doesn't pack a lot of sausage in the grill, here are some ways to make sure that your love lives are still rich and fascinating.

**Sex, Brains, and Hands**

There are only two real substitute to a penis when it comes to lovemaking. The first is, as everyone knows, someone's hands. Now, this doesn't mean that you should just lie sprawled on your bed fingerling yourself wet while you scream out "I need a man! I need a man!" Masturbation is fine and dandy but isn't the same as a real Adonis grappling you with strong, powerful hands.
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